Eligibility

MS nursing professionals who currently hold the MSCN credential but who retire from active practice may apply for Emeritus Status, which will be conferred on a one-time basis and will not require renewal, as it will be valid indefinitely.

Those who are granted Emeritus Status will be able to use the designation of MSCN-e but will no longer be able to use the original MSCN designation.

One-Time Application Fee:

$125
STEPS ON HOW TO APPLY ONLINE:

STEP 1:

- Log-in to the PTCNY website www.ptcny.com

STEP 2:

- Click “Test Sponsors & Exams” (third tab on the top right)
- Scroll down to MSNICB and click on it

STEP 3:

- Click "Apply Online"

STEP 4:
- Click "Start a New Application"

STEP 5:

- Under “Select Examination”, choose MSNICB-MSCN-e - MSCN Emeritus Status
- Then follow the next instructions